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“Brian Panowich stamps words on the page as if they’ve been blasted from the barrel of a shotgun,
and as with a shotgun blast, no one is safe from the scattered fragments of history that impale the
people of Bull Mountain.”—Wiley Cash, New York Times-bestselling author of This Dark Road to
Mercy

From a remarkable new voice in Southern fiction, a multigenerational saga of crime, family, and
vengeance.
 
Clayton Burroughs comes from a long line of outlaws.  For generations, the Burroughs clan has made its
home on Bull Mountain in North Georgia, running shine, pot, and meth over six state lines, virtually
untouched by the rule of law. To distance himself from his family’s criminal empire, Clayton took the job of
sheriff in a neighboring community to keep what peace he can.  But when a federal agent with the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms shows up at Clayton’s office with a plan to shut down the mountain, his
hidden agenda will pit brother against brother, test loyalties, and could lead Clayton down a path to self-
destruction.  

In a sweeping narrative spanning decades and told from alternating points of view, the novel brilliantly
evokes the atmosphere of the mountain and its inhabitants: forbidding, loyal, gritty, and ruthless. A story of
family—the lengths men will go to protect it, honor it, or in some cases destroy it—Bull Mountain is an
incredibly assured debut that heralds a major new talent in fiction.
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From reader reviews:

Ella Butler:

Now a day folks who Living in the era where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not demand people to be aware of each facts they get. How people have to be
smart in receiving any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading a book can
help men and women out of this uncertainty Information specially this Bull Mountain book because book
offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per-cent guarantees there is no
doubt in it as you know.

Leonard Bassett:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray you, why because this Bull Mountain reserve written by well-known
writer whose to say well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who read the book. Written
throughout good manner for you, dripping every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate your current
hunger then you still hesitation Bull Mountain as good book not merely by the cover but also by the content.
This is one book that can break don't determine book by its cover, so do you still needing an additional sixth
sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense already alerted you so why you
have to listening to one more sixth sense.

Mary Kasten:

This Bull Mountain is new way for you who has fascination to look for some information mainly because it
relief your hunger of information. Getting deeper you onto it getting knowledge more you know or else you
who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this Bull Mountain can be the light food for yourself
because the information inside this book is easy to get by simply anyone. These books acquire itself in the
form that is certainly reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book form. People who think that in
publication form make them feel tired even dizzy this book is the answer. So you cannot find any in reading
a e-book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for an individual. So , don't
miss the item! Just read this e-book variety for your better life as well as knowledge.

Roberta Haile:

Some people said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt it when they
get a half regions of the book. You can choose the book Bull Mountain to make your reading is interesting.
Your personal skill of reading expertise is developing when you similar to reading. Try to choose simple
book to make you enjoy you just read it and mingle the opinion about book and studying especially. It is to
be first opinion for you to like to wide open a book and study it. Beside that the guide Bull Mountain can to
be your brand new friend when you're feel alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing of that time.
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